Robbery Video Release

On July 17th at about 11:50 pm a robbery took place at the Mobil Gas Station located at 8301 Dr Martin Luther King St N.

The suspect came into the store wearing a shirt over his face and pointed a handgun at the clerk demanding money from the cash register. During the robbery the suspect grabbed a customer by the shirt collar and pushed him about as he continued to make demands for cash. After receiving the cash the suspect fled on foot with no vehicle being seen.

Video of the robbery may be viewed at https://youtu.be/dlpPaGfqJBQ

Detectives are seeking the public’s assistance in helping to identify the suspect in this case. If you have any information on this suspect’s identity, please call the St. Petersburg Police at 727-893-7780 or use the anonymous Tip-411! Text “SPPD” and your tip to 847-411 (Tip-411).